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William R. Van Aken, 1937 graduate
Van Aken & Bond
Interview with Oliver Schroeder, May 16, 1989
transcription by Kerstin Ekfelt Trawick.
We're in the home of William Van Aken, 22299 Douglas Road, in
Shaker Heights, Ohio.
We are continuing our oral history
interviews on this date of May 16, 1989.
Bill, when did you decide to go to law school?
to go to law school?

Why did you want

I had always been interested in public affairs, by inheritance I
suppose from mv father, because he'd served as mayor of Shaker
Heights for many, many years.
The law had alwa~s fascinated me,
and the parents of several of my friends were-lawyers.
I suppose
going up to Mayor's Court in Shaker Heights with my father kind
of intrigued me.
The more I saw of the way my father, who was
not a lawyer (he had only a high school education), how he had to
struggle with these various legal points, that kind of fascinated
me.
Of course I was coming out of high school right about the
time of the Depression, and employment prospects were not real
great.
Really I always wanted to be a lawyer.
I had always
liked Western Reserve.
I guess one of my larger mistakes of my
career was not going to Reserve to undergraduate school, but I
didn't, and so I was very happy to get back there when it was
time to enter law school.
Where did you go to college, Bill?

I went to a school in Pennsylvania [Lafayette College].
I guess
I landed there because one of my high school teachers had gone
there too.
But I was not.too happy there, and I stuck it out for
four years.
So coming bac~ to Reserve was a great treat for me.
Did you find your law school days happy ones and enjoyable?

Very much sc,.
Do you recall some of the teachers and how they impressed you-the type of people they were?

Well, I think we had an outstandinq faculty at the time that I
entered Reserve.
Dean Dunmore, of-course, was oufstanding in his
field.
Wayne L. Townsend-- he taught contracts and a number of
other subjects, and he was also outstanding in his field.
Throckmorton was a wonderful person; he really made it clear, the
field that he taught.
To me it was a great experience, because
having come from a college where apparently there had been a lot
of younger people, not particularly skilled in teaching, to me it
was a great treat to come to a school like Reserve where they had
such outstanding instructors.
The fact that I was at home and could get a job also was a big
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plus for me, because in my family I had five sisters, and the
matter of educating them was another problem for my father.
So
it was just as well that I could be working and going to school
at the same time, if I wanted to get a law school education.
What kind of employment did you have? Was it connected with the
law, or just to get the necessary money?

Well, it was getting the necessary money.
It was a wide variety
of things.
I was quite interested in baseball as a kid.
I guess
I was a frustrated ballplayer, what it amounted to.
But I did
play sandlot and semi-pro baseball around here.
That enabled me
to pick up a few dollars and help with the costs of law school.
I also worked in my father's office after school.
It was not
exactly a professional operation, but-- He was in the real
estate business, and my chief functi6n was to manage apartment
properties that he handled, and do a lot of the errands--showing
properties occasionally for people that were interested in buying
or selling.
But that was a very big plus because of the need for
finances to go to school.
Also at that time in law school they had a system--it wasn't
exactly a tutor system--but I guess the idea was to find some
local lawyer who would counsel with you and discuss problems that
occurred to you about law school education and maybe the work in
practicing law.
I had an opportunty to go with a lawyer like
that and learn some of the practical problems attendant upon the
practice of law.
This was a great opportunity for me too.
Do you recall some of your fellow students?
closely with any of them?

Did you associate

Yes, there were quite a number of them.
Unfortunately most of
them are gone now.
But-- .. I remember a fellow named Terry
Sawyer, who was an outstanding lawyer but unfortunately he died
at quite an early age.
I recall one humorous incident about him.
I think it was some kind of a prenuptual party, and I believe it
was at our home.
My prospective brother-in-law was a pretty
husky fellow--he played football at Ohio State--and somebody had
a can of beer.
He took one, and when he finished it he just took
the can and crushed it.
This was in the days before aluminum
cans.
Sawyer looked at that in amazement and said, ''Gee, I
couldn't have done that if I'd jumped on it!'' The fact is, if
anybody would remember Terry Sawyer, he was extre~ely tall, maybe
six feet six inches, and probably weighed 110 pounds dripping
wet.
But he turned out to be an outstanding lawyer, and
unfortunately he died very early in his career.
But he was
highly respected at the Cleveland bar.
There were some others that I think became quite successful in
the bar.
One thing I never could quite figure out, probably
because my own peculiarity, that I sort of liked the organized
bar work-- But I didn't have much luck in convincing any of my
fellow law school students to get into that sort of activity.
I
could say honestly that I got more satisfaction out of working
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with other lawyers around the state through bar association
activities, and I think it probably made me a better lawyer--and
I probably had a lot of room to work on-- I did at least learn
and understand about their problems in conducting a practice in a
small town, or a big city like Cincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland,
and knowing them and discussing with them their problems in the
practice of law, I found it very beneficial.
You know, I don't know of any of our alumni who have had the
record that you have had in the professional associations.
It's
truly outstanding.
Did you start with the Cleveland bar, or how
did you get into the organized bar activities?
Well, I think it was very early in the game.
The Ohio State Bar
convention was in Akron, and I decided I would like to go to
that.
And I did, and just meeting those lawyers I found to be an
interesting experience.
They were at that ti~e pushing strongly
to develop a junior bar organization, and I met some of those
younger lawyers and began working with them on bar activities,
and I found it very beneficial.
Because even as a younq lawyer
you had inquiries from other parts of the state, through law
school connections or otherwise, and I did get a certain amount
of business that way.
That was important to me, because when I
came out of law school it was not easy to get a job, and I
started practice on my own in my father's real estate office.
Well, I don't know whether it was that second flight of stairs
that deterred clients or whether it was my lack of experience,
but I didn't have what you would call an outstanding practice.
But in meeting these other lawyers and working with them in bar
activities I found more and more people would send matters to me,
from outside of Cleveland.
Learning about the organization of the bar I found to be very
beneficial.
I became quite interested in the state bar
association, found that t ; be very helpful, and then I became
interested in politics.
One of my neighbors said to me, one day
in the summer of 1942, "Why d,:,n' t you run for the legislature?"
Well, the thought had never occurred to me, but I decided to do
it, and thanks to my father's good name I was elected.
That was
a remarkable experience for me because as a young lawyer the
judges kind of looked down at you, and the older lawyers of
course didn't have a lot of time for you, but here sitting on the
Judiciary Committee in the House of Representatives in Columbus,
the tables were somewhat turned.
And some of tho~e people that
looked down their nose at you were coming and begging your favor,
and that sort of thing.
To learn to know the lawyers around the
state in that manner, and to learn the problems in a state like
Ohio, which was still largely rural, I found it wonderful
experience.
In your practice, did you have a certain area that you
specialized in, that you felt at home in, more than other areas
of law?
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Well, actually I was a general practitioner.
As I say, I
operated out of my father's real estate office, which was not
exactly an ideal place to practice law.
In fact, I guess it was
probably frowned on professionally.
But after about a year of
that, my father informed me that a certain firm in Cleveland was
interested in taking on some younger people.
So I went down
there and talked to them, and I was engaged and practiced with
that firm for several years.
On the same floor on which this firm had an office, there was
another solo practitioner.
I got to talking to him, and we just
elected to set up our own shop.
Which I did, with Herbert R.
Whiting, who later became a judge in the Common Pleas Court.
That was a wise move for me, because I guess it's my nature that
I like to be kind of my own boss and operate my own show.
With
this kind of an arrangement I was able to do that.
So ever since
that time, after I associated with Whiting, I was pretty much a
solo practitioner.
That is, Whiting and I each had our own
practices--we would work together on various matters where each
one's particular skill would be beneficial to . the other--and we
built up that firm till-- Well, I've always been with a small
firm, so I suppose we've had six lawyers perhaps, mainly of
individual practitioners, because we've never had a true
partnership with which I've been associated.
With that kind of an arrangement I was free to do things that I
liked, and one of the things that I really did enjoy was bar
·association work.
Very early in the game I got involved in that.
It was really probably the outstanding feature of my experience
as a lawyer.
At that time they were pushing the activity of
young lawyers, so there were junior bar sections in both the
state and the American Bar Association, and I got active in both
of them and found it very helpful, not only for an ability to
meet with other lawyers, learn about their practice, but to
receive referrals from ar~und Ohio and from other states too,
occasionally.
And I think all in all that made me a better
lawyer because I learned to understand other lawyers' problems in
other areas.
It's been really a thing that I found to be of
great interest in practicing law, was making the acquaintance of
other lawyers, both across the country and in Ohio.
Did you serve in the American Bar Association in any capacities?

Well, yes, at that time we had this junior bar conference.
Of
cc,urse this was a very minor thing, but I guess I •' was state
chairman for Ohio of this junior bar conference.
In that
capacity I guess it developed into a sort of leadership capacity
in Ohio.
And by attending state bar conferences or meetings, I
made acquaintances, many of them, and eventually I got to be on
the executive committee of the state bar association, and much to
my amazement c,ne of my fellow lawyers said, "Why d,:,n' t yc,q run
for president of the state association?'' Well, that was
sc,mething I never thought about.
I said, "Y,:,u' 11 have to give me
a lot of time on that one.''
I did check with a couple of other
people.
They said go ahead.
I always remember a statement by
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(then) the president of the state bar association, who was a
prominent lawver in Toledo.
He said, ''If the opportunity ever
c,:,mes, better grab it. 11 He said, "It' 11 never come again. 11 S,:, I
did, and, well, by good fortune I was elected.
I got a great
deal of satisfaction out of that particular activity with the
Ohio State Bar Association.
And that's really been my prime
interest in association work.
I never was active in the
Cleveland Bar Association.
So I devoted my prime attention to
work with the state bar, and to some extent in the American Bar,
where I served on several committees, and held some minor offices
in that capacity.
With your close association with the state bar, we have developed
a foundation now that for a number of years-- What do you see
has been the most outstanding developments and improvements in
the state bar?

I think one place where the organized bar has been very helpful
is in the field of lobbying.
I guess that's sort of a nasty
word, but having served in the legislature I can tell you that
the legislature wouldn't be able to operate very successfully
without the advice of the lobbyists.
Because most of them have
been around there a long time, and they can point out to a young
legislator for instance the difference between the dogs and the
good bills.
I just don't think that the legislature could run
very successfully unless we didn't [sic] have some good
lobbyists.
And I can say honestly that I never got a bum steer
·from any lobbyist.
You could always depend on their word.
Other
people will deny that, but I found that the lobbyists that I knew
never gave me a bum steer a~d were very helpful on many, many
issues.
Over the years you find that there are certain old
chestnuts continually reappear, and most of these lobbyists know
that better than the young legislators, who are starting out, and
they can save you a lot of embarrassment by not getting mixed up
with bad causes.
,·
Do you recall anything special about the old law school building
on Adelbert Road? How it was as a place to study law?

Well, of course I'm a great believer in Western Reserve.
I think
it's a wonderful institution, and I'm certainly ever grateful for
the opportunity I had of going there.
As you indicate, it was
the old institution on Adelbert Road, and-- Well, I guess one of
the big problems was finding a place to park ther,.
There were
not an awful lot of places, and the ones right around the law
school were all reserved for the faculty, which seemed
reasonable.
But I just think it was a wonderful institution.
I
think those were some of the happiest years I ever had, the years
at Western Reserve.
I suppose there were humorous incidents.
I remember there was
so~e discussion about a point of law, called asportation.
I
think it might have dealt with the subject of shoplifting.
But
in this particular incidence, when we were discussing
asportation, somebody was ejected from the classroom by one of
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the professors.
And the professor was explaining something, and
he had a piece of an eraser to clear the blackboard, and he set
the eraser down.
At that time one of the class members had been
ejected.
He was just standing out in front of the law school,
and when the professor set down that eraser this guy grabbed it
up and took it.
The professor said, ''I suppose that's a good
example of asportation.
I couldn't have thought of a better one
myself.''
I guess he finally returned it, but that was how we got
one point across.
At that time there were two floors to the law school, well I
guess there was a basement too, but the first-year class, the
freshmen, had a big auditorium room at the back of the law
school.
When you got to the second year, you moved to the front
of the school and had a room there, to the left of the door as
you went in.
Finally, when you got to the final year, you got
upstairs to the area where the faculty had th~ir offices.
But it was a great experience for me to go to Reserve.
As I say,
I'd gone to a school far from home, and it was not a very happy
experience.
Coming back to Cleveland and renewing acquaintances
with old high school friends, and also with my family really, I
got a ~reat deal out of it.
They had a system then, when they asked each student in the law
school to pick out a Cleveland lawyer and have him as a sort of
adviser.
They also urged you to go downtown and go to the
· courthouse and pick out interesting cases and try to follow them,
at least as far as you could, conceivably, to sit in and watch
good lawyers as they perfor~ed and tried their cases.
I found
that was a very beneficial thing to do.
You certainly learned an
awful lot about courtroom experience that way, and manners I
think as well as experience, and how to conduct yourself in the
courtroom.
I don't know whether that still prevails, but it was
one thing that I found to. 'be very beneficial.
The size of the student body was much smaller then, and those
opportunities were available.
You know, the problem today is
we're too big.
There are so many things in life, I feel, Bill,
we're too big in, to get intimate and real understanding.
Churches, or schools you know, or clubs, or that, we seem to be
over-burdened with human beings.
To me that's been a great
change in life in general.

It's a totally different ballgame, I think.
I ca~ tell that
right here.
I guess I know the people in the white house across
the street, and the one next to it over there, but from there on
down I don't know any on that side of the street.
I have sort of
a nodding acquaintance on the other side of our lot over here.
But I think that's something that we're missing, the
acquaintanceship in your neighborhood, and throughout the
co~munity.
You have families now, even-- Take our young law teachers, there
are two people in the family working, if there's-- The wife is
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working, the ones I associate with.
The husbands are working.
There's not that camaraderie.
There's not that camaraderie in
the faculty.
We have 38 full-time faculty.
When I started, we
had 10.
We used to meet in each other's homes, have great
parties.
We haven't done that since we've been moved over to the
big building and became a big law school.
Well, I think that's probably a problem of this age.
I just
don't think that people have that time for each other.
And I
think it's a great loss.
Of course my day in law school predates
yours by many years.
But I think of that faculty of Throckmorton
and Dunmore and Townsend, these were great men.
I think they
contributed tremendously to the character of the law school and
the ability of the students there to learn from fine preceptors.
Well, I appreciate the chance to come, you know~ and just get
your ideas.
All these will be helpful to us~

Well,

I wish I could be more helpful.

Everybody has contributed a little something unusual and
different, because they come from their own personal experiences
and that.
It's been very good.
I've seen them all and talked to
them all so I have a good feeling for it.
We're starting to
think about what we should do three years from now when we
celebrate our hundredth anniversary.

·There's one thing I didn't mention before, but I think it's
extremely important.
And that is, one thing that that faculty
firmly embedded in every on~ of us was the idea of personal
integrity.
It was brought out pretty dramatically because we had
a sort of proctor system of examinations.
In other words, you
went in and you got your paper and you filled it out and handed
it in and that was it.
I.noticed after the first series of
examinations in the first ~ear, one or two members were absent
from then on.
There was not an awful lot said about it, but it
didn't take your imagination much to determine what happened.
This was a case where people cheated.
And out they went, just
like that.
It was a no-nonsense operation.
It sort of brought
it home to you, if you had any ideas otherwise.
Do you feel that the practice of law has lost some of that
personal integrity?

I'm afraid so.
Everybody else has said that, the old-- that I have talked to-said, you know, you used to be able to shake on a hand with
somebody, and you knew it was all done, you didn't have to worry.
Now, this one fellow says, ''By Judas, even when you have it in
black and white, in writing, with a signature, you still have
pr9blems.
It's almost as if you just can't trust anybody,
especially the younger people."
Wel 1,

I f,:,und that the hard way.
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This young lawyer,

first use of

the big firm, we had some matter which involved, among other
things, giving your professional word.
Said, well, do we have a
deal? Absolutely.
He reneged.
The first jolt was when I called
an c,lder member c,f that firm and said, "Look, I know hc,w yo1.1
practice law, I think, and I am amazed that somebody in your firm
would de, sc,mething like this.
"Oh,
he said, "a change c,f
circumstances.''
Very interesting.
Next thing I pick up my
college fraternity magazine, and here's the name of the
defaulting lawyer listed as a member of my college fraternity.
That kind of shook me up a little bit too.
11
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That was a double blow, wasn't it?

I'm afraid that j_.s the case nc,wadays, and I don't 1 ike it myself.
I guess probably to put it bluntly I'm probably just as glad to
be at this end of the spectrum as the c,ther e!1·d ·.
I seriously believe the same thing.· I hate to see what's coming
down the pike, you know.
To me it's so obvious, ten or fifteen
years from now.
I'm just enjoying every day you know, getting a
little happiness and doing things and seeing people.
But you're
right, Bill.
I really have a concern for my daughter and her
family, and now our new granddaughter.
I suppose they'll grow up
in a world where that'll be normal to them, but it sure is
they're missing something tht you and I had.
The best thing that
we had perhaps, we didn't think it maybe at the time, was the
Depression.
We appreciated value, do you know what I mean?

It made honest people out of a lot of people.

Well, great to see you.
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